Form preview

Globus Call 2022
The application round is open: 06.06.2022 - 03.10.2022
This preview was created at: 17:50 04.07.2022
NOTE! Preview of this form is only intended to give you an overview of the questions we ask
the applicants.
You should therefore not print and send us this form. We only approve applications that have
been filled in and sent to us electronically via the applicant portal .
We also reserve the right to change the questions in the form during the application period and
thus we can not guarantee that the form that you fill in will be identical to this preview-copy.

Step 1/4 DESCRIPTION
Project name (Mandatory)
Number of characters: 0 of max 200

What do you call your Globus project?

Short summary (Mandatory)
Number of characters: 0 of max 500

Describe in few sentences what the project is about and what it aims for. You are asked to give a
longer project description further down in the application.

Does the project build on previously established collaborations or existing initiatives?
(Mandatory)

yes
no
Clear the answer
The question below can only be answered under specific circumstances depending on what you
answered the question: "Does the project build on previously established collaborations or
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existing initiatives?"
If yes: Briefly describe the previous collaboration og stages in the project.
Number of characters: 0 of max 700

Grant period (Mandatory)
Please state the period during which the activities funded by Nordic Culture Fund are planned to
take place. In this application you may include activities that earliest take place in September
2022. Notice that you can expect to receive a decision on your application in November 2022.

Start date

End date

Applicant (Mandatory)
Give a short presentation of yourself and your own role in the project. If you are applying as a
group, add rows to present the other members in the group.
Applicant

Country

Role in the project

Website/relevant materiale online
(Links to file sharing platforms are
not approved)

Choose country ▼
Choose country ▼
Add new row Insert data from excel

Collaboration and partners (Mandatory)
Provide information on the project partners and their location below. You are welcome to provide
links to relevant websites. In the last column you are asked to state whether the collaboration has
been confirmed.
Partner

Country

Website/relevant material online
(Links to file sharing platforms are Confirmed (yes/no)
not approved)

Choose country ▼
Choose country ▼
Add new row Insert data from excel
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Global network and collaboration (Mandatory)
Number of characters: 0 of max 1000

Describe the collaboration in the project. Why do you wish to collaborate with each other and
how are the partners contributing to the overall project?

Step 2/4 CONTENT AND ACTIVITIES
Project description (Mandatory)
Number of characters: 0 of max 2500

What are the main objectives and planned activities in the project? Describe also, who you wish to
engage in the project besides the described project partners.

The overall timeline (Mandatory)
Number of characters: 0 of max 1000

Describe the overall timeline for the activities in the grant period

Step 3/4 FINANCES
Applied amount in Danish kroner (Mandatory)
You can apply for a maximum of DKK 700.000 (USD 98.000). The amount should be matched with
a relevant co-financing or other resources to the extent possible. There must be a clear purpose
for the project's use of the funding.
(0 - 700000)

Which expenses do you wish to cover with the applied Globus funding? (Mandatory)
Please note! Here you are only asked to list the expenses you wish to cover with the applied
amount from the Nordic Culture Fund. Expenses covered by other income sources should only be
stated in the separate budget attachment and not included here.
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The information must be detailed: If travel activity is involved, for example, state how many
people will be travelling, from where and when, and who they are.
Total:
Add new row

Financial plan (Mandatory)
Enter all the expected income sources in the project. The financial plan may include payment in
kind, in the form of voluntary working hours and other resources.
Applied from Globus (this application)
Total:
Add new row

Co-financing of the project (Mandatory)
Number of characters: 0 of max 1000

What are the possibilities and possible limitations for gaining co-financing from other sources to
this project? Has the income from other sources stated above been confirmed?

Step 4/4 APPENDICES
Budget (Mandatory)
You must attach the project's total, balanced budget here. We recommend that you make use of
the Fund’s budget and accounting template to generate an informative budget.
Drag and drop or click to add file.

Appendices
Here you can upload further documentation. Relevant material might for example include a brief
presentation of the applicant, a detailed project description or timetable, a brief selection of the
CVs of the project’s main participants, or the like.
You can upload a maximum of five optional appendices. Accepted file formats are: png, jpg, pdf,
gif, doc, docx, pdf, xls, xlsx, mp3, wav. The maximum allowed file size is: 10 MB.
Drag and drop or click to add file.
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